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their corresponding second order differential equations
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1. Introduction
The special functions and in particular, the orthogonal polynomials appear almost in every 
branch of applied mathematics, physics, engineering and recently, they have been playing 
an important role in 2d-gravity [ 1 1, high energy physics [2] and numerical solutions of 
diffcicntial equations [3|. Orthogonal polynomials of order n denoted by <£*00 are defined 
through a weight function which arc non-negative in a given interval (a,b), as
f W(x)<i>n(x)& m(x)dx = S .
*11
Therefore, we can have as many orthogonal polynomials as we wish, but there are very 
few ones which satisfy a given second order linear differential equations. These are the 
orthogonal polynomials which can be constructed through a master function which is at 
most a second order polynomial [4J.
In Section 2, for the sake of completeness, we explain first how one can obtain the 
classical orthogonal polynomials from a given master function. In Section 3, we define two 
rather new orthogonal polynomials together with their corresponding differential equations. I
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w \T) (Vn* )A(Jc))' “ * Po^nomials of order at most two and one. respectively. Thus, 
general form of the differential equation is as follows
a { x ) * : ( x )  +  ( - (^ (y ) r  k m  - . f ( W ( x ) A ( x )Y )X  W M  )
+  - 0 - l ) A . ( j t ) ] <p - W  =  o . (3)
The Table 1 contains the standard classical differential equations and their 
corresponding Rodrigues formula.
3. Two new orthogonal polynomials
Here, we introduce two new differential equations for the first time simply by choosing 
A(x) = jc2 and A(x) = 1 + x2 respectively, up to rescaling and translation of variable*.
First we choose A(x) = x2, then the condition on (*2W(*))' that is, to be
first order polynomial (at most), will lead to the following first ordtr differential equation 
lor W(jc)
W\x)  _ ax + 1 
W(jc) ~ *2 ■
with solution w(jc) = xae~Vx-. Then W(jc)A(jc) = xa+2 exp will vanish only at
points * = 0 and x => °° if a  < -2. Now putting A(x) = x2 and W(x) = xa exp(-l/x) 
in general differential equation (3), we get the following differential equation
*2 F ;(a)(*) + [l + (a  + 2 )jc]F;(a)(* )-n (jc  + a  + l)F<a)(*) = 0.
Similarly by choosing A(x) = 1 + x2 and requiring that ((1 + *2) W(x))' be
at most first order, will lead to the following first order differential equation
W \x)  _ 2(xx-b/3 
W(x) 1 + * 2 ’
with solution W(x) = (1 + x2 )a exp()9 Arctgx). Then A(x) W(x) = (1 + *2)a+l 
exp(/J Arctgx) will vanish only at * =* ± «» provided that a  < -1, fie IR. Again by putting 
A(x) = 1 + x2 and w (x) = (i + x2 )a exp (/3 Arctgx) in (3), we get the following
differential equation
(1 + JM J ^ a-p\ x )  +  [P + 2 ( a  + l)x]J'n{a-p\ x )
-n(n + 2ct + l )J(„a'P)(x) = 0 .
The Rodrigues formula and differential equations are given in Table 2.
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What makes them different from the classical one is their finite number. This 
number depends on the parameter of their corresponding weight function given in 
Table 2. Actually m, the number of orthogonal polynomials, is less than or equal to 
- ( a  + l )/2 for the first one and also is less than or equal to - a  - 1/2 for the second one, 
respectively.
4. Generating function of classical orthogonal polynomials
Using Langranges expansion formula for an analytic function fiz) in and on the simple 
contour C [5], that is
f(z) = fix) + X  {/'(*) (W*))"}-
where z = jc -H r0 (z) and 0(z) being an analytic function in and on the same contour C, 
satisfying i
I
|*(0| < |C-*I \ w
for £ e C and jc inside C, and by choosing J r / ( t )  = W(z) and 0(x) = /f(x) wc h$vc
W{z) dz 
W(x) dx
OO
= E
t" 1 dn
n\ VV(jc) dxn (A"(x)W (x)). (5)
Since A(z) is at most second order polynomial of z, therefore the equation of z = x + tA(z) 
have at most two roots, Zo is one of two roots and it is choosen such that it becomes equal to 
a as t equal to zero. In this time with using (1), we get *
(W(z)  dz l  W ( a ) dz) = y  _^<p (dx j 2-4 n\a„ nK
n-0
X) .
From equation of z = * + tA(z) we have j = j -tA'(z V  ttiere o^rc 
write the expression  ^ ^  j 'n following form
(6 )
we can also
( W(z)
lW ( A )
(7)
where the a' and b' are choosen in such a way that the interval (a \  b') contains only the 
root zo-
Now using this new expression from our general generating function, we can 
rather easily show that it generates the set of orthogonal polynomials {£>„} having W(x)
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as the weight function. In order to prove this, we multiply our generating function (7) by 
< P J x )  W(jc) and then integrating it over interval (a, b ), get
f  ( w w  l )  • « W * rW *  = |/* £ 4 y W '( y ) 6 ( y - jr-t4(y))4>,II(x)
rfy W (y )0 |||(y-ii4(y)), (g)
where we have integrated over x  using the Dirac-delta function. On the other hand using the 
equation (6) and exchange of sum and integral we get
X  = r<fyW(y)«B(y-£A(y)). (9)
Now since &m(x) is polynomial of order mt then the right-hand side of eq. (9) is a 
polynomial of order m in term of t. Therefore by comparing both sides of expression (9), 
we have
f 4>n(x)<Pm(x)W{x)dx  = 0 for n > m,
Ja
which proves the orthogonality of set {<£„}.
We come to the main result of this paper, where the left hand side of formula (6 ) 
is the general expression for the generating function of classical orthogonal polynomials.
Table 3. Generating functions of classical orthogonal polynomialsPolynomials AU) W(x) Generating function
l^igucrre x
lac obi .2
e~x\P
P > -1 n - 0
cxp( - r r )
(i - /)0+l
( I  - J l ) "  ( l  +  X 
a. p > -  I n=0
(I - )“ <1-* 1
(l-jr)° (i +x)P T T u T H W
2 b -  7 -  7 ( i_2x' + '2)
1/2
I let mite I e-x2/2
Hyper- jr(l-x) xa {\-x)P
a, p > -I
^  tn
X  = cxp
n-0
-r2+2 xt
— 5— )
j r  ,n «•<»(*) =
n=0
zff(l-3))P I
Xa(l-X)0 (( l - t)2+4x i f 1
Zo = -d -» )2r -  ■jr(<»-'>2+ 4" ) ,/2
geometric
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Table 3, (Cant'd ).
Polynomials A(x) W (x) Generating function
x 1 x a e - ' l * f  * F < a \ x )  = ^  CXP(~ ^ ) __ L _
~  n x a  exp(-l/jc) (1 -4 x;)1/2
a  < -2 n=0
^  = i r - T r (1- 4">V2
l + jt2 (l + ar2 )“
_ (l + 4 f  «P0»A ict*%)
^  n v (l + x2)a exp ( p  Arclgjc)
exp ( P  Arctgjr) n=0
1
x (l-4»2 -4x/)VZ
a  < -1
p e l R Zo = j j  -  Jj- (1 -4f2-4jr/)V2
We give in Tabic 3 corresponding generating functions and related interval 
which can be obtained from correlation (4).
meter t
5. Associated special functions
One can easily associate a special function to the classical orthogonal polynomial just by 
differentiating the polynomial <Pn{x) m times, then multiplying it by (-1 )"1 (^ (x ))^ 2, that 
m is n at most n. The resulting associated special function
= ( - i  £ • * ■ ( * )
will satisfy the following differential equation.
K m W  + - " 2 - 2 m + n)A"(x)
+ (m -  n) (W(x)Mx)YW(x)
m2 A'2(x) 
T  A(x)
2 W( x)  J « W * )  = o.
( 10)
For Hermite and Laguerrc polynomials, Ihc above procedure does not give a new result, 
that is associated Hermite and Laguerre functions are again of the kind of Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials. But in other cases, the corresponding-associated functions are of 
different forms than the polynomials themselves. The related generating function can be 
obtained from (6) simply by taking derivative of both sides m  times and multiplying it by 
(i4(jt))",/2. This will lead to the following result
X a.n\*Pnm^ '
n=0
(- iy
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For example if we choose A (x)  «  x (l — x), Chen for the generating function of associated 
hypergeometric function with a  = /3 = 0 , we get
6. Conclusion
By using the master function [4], we introduced two new important orthogonal polynomials 
and then by combination of generalized Rodrigues and Lagranges expansion formula, we 
could give a general expression for the generating function of the classical orthogonal 
polynomial, whereas other methods of deriving the generating function is very tedious and 
also not unique; that is one should derive the corresponding generating function for each 
polynomial separately. Generating functions can play an important role in obtaining the 
asymptotic expansion of orthogonal polynomials for large n [6].
Finally, we have also given general expression for the generating functions of the 
associated special functions which can be very useful in studying their asymptotic 
expansion for large n.
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Appendix
Ixigranges expansion formula
In derivation of the Lagranges expansion formula, one needs first the famous theorem about 
the zeros of holomorphic function y/(z). If yKz) an<^  ^  holomorphic functions inside a 
simple contour C, then we will have
=  ( 2m - 1)!!(^(1 - jc))"^2 ( - 20"  ( d - 02 + 4x1) ' ^ .
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where n k' s  are the orders of zeros z* inside C. It can be proved simply using Cauchy’s 
theorem. Actually, the contour C  can be deformed to new contours around zeros of i f c )  
Inside C. Near each zero z* we assume
V(z)  = (z — zk)"* Wk(z), V't(Zt) *  0;
thus.
V' (z )  =  nk \tf'k(z)
y/(z) z - z k ^*(z)'
Obviously, ¥'t(z)¥ t (z) is analytic in z* and (A-1) follows; let 0(z): = 1, then we have
1 f  V'U)  
2 ni "c yf(z)
(A-2)
Now, let f iz)  and 0(z) are two analytic functions in and on the C, and z0 = x  is a point 
within C. If for points f  on C, the parameter * satisfies j
1*0(01 < \ ; - x \ ,  \ (A-3)
then equation of z = x  + *0(z) has one and only one root inside C. Because, applying (A-2) 
to the function v*(z) ■ = z - x - *0(z) and taking note of condition (A-3), we have
( m o r
, r  yi+l
n=0 (C-JC)
f f l  +1 Jw  + Iw (w + 1)! dxn+1 (x))n+1 = 1.
Therefore, has a simple pole and then 0(z) = 0 has one and only one root inside C.
T V W
If z be the only root of z =x  + *0(z) in C, then by (A-l), we have
Then,
¥'(0 d £ = f ( z h2ni  i / i( 0
n—0
